
The bhale symbol of the Jainas 

Gouriswar Bhattacharya 

It is customary to an Indian while writing down a text, religious or secular, to wish 

that the writing, the addresse, the reader and he himself be blessed by a sacred sym

bol or expression, or both, which he accordingly employs at the beginning of the text. 

In North India, for example, the expressions used are, om, om durga, m-haril:z, sn-sn

haril; sarw:ram, sn-g~liya namal;, etc. Some of the expressions used in Tamil Nadu 

are, om, murugan tunai, Sivan tunai, 1 etc. Until recently, a symbol was used in Bengal 

which was called aji, and was pronounced as Of!l siddhil; or OQl siddhir=astu. In Tamil 

Nadu the symbol used, is now called pillaiytir .fUji or "Gat.l~a's curl", and the children 

are even today taught to draw it before they begin to learn the alphabet In Gujarat 

this symbol is called bhale meaning perhaps "be blessed" and it is pronounced as such 

by the Jainas.2 This symbol invariably occurs at the beginning of the Jaina manu

scripts from Gujarat and Rajasthan. 3 But the earlier scholars who prepared the cata

logues of the Jaina manuscripts had a great difficulty to follow the meaning of this 

symbol, and they therefore suggested a wrong interpretation of it Sometime back I 

had the opportunity to go through the catalogue of the Jaina manuscripts from Stras

bourg4 prepared by Cbandrabhal Tripathi (TRIPATHi 1975), professor at the Free 

University of Berlin. I have selected a few items from his catalogue to show how the 

symbols were used at the beginning of a Jaina manuscript from the south Rajasthan 

and Gujarat areas. 

These manuscripts are written in the nagan or devanligari script, and are dated 

between the fifteenth and nineteenth centuries. In these manuscripts we find, at the 

1 See BHATIASAU 1923-24: 352, note; SIRCAR 1965: 92. The expressions, mwugan cunai and Jivan 
tunai mean "may Murugan (i.e. Kartti.keya) be pleased", "may Siva be pleased". 

2 See TRIPATHi 1975: 39. The Gujarati expression, bhalt is derived &om the Sanslait expression, 
bhadram. I am thanlcful to Klaus Bruhn for this suggestion. 

3 This symbol occurs invariably also at the beginning of manuscripts from other parts of India, but 
we are concerned here with the Jaina manuscripts from Gujarat and Rajasthan. 

4 These manuscripts belong to the Bibliotheque Nationale et Universitaire de Strasbourg. 
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beginning, two types of the symbol: 1. Symbol containing two figures, and 2. Symbol 

containing three figures. And in each case the symbol is followed by the invocation, 

srt-vitarog(Jya namal), etc. It is relevant to mention here that the symbol containing 

two figures is earlier to the symbol containing three figures. Examples: 

Plate I: TlUPATHi 1975, No. 57 (p. 116}, Leu.mann: S 204, Wickersheimer: 4381. 
Sraddhaprati.kraman,asiitra (Pkt.} with the Vandaruvrtti of Devendra, dated Scupvat 

1467 ( = 1410 AD}. Symbol with two figures in between double dm:ujas. TRIP.A.THi: 
<<Begins (1) A: > > §0 nama.b ~ri-Vitaragaya5 

Platen: TlUPATJ{i 1975, No. 200 (p. 257), Leumann: S 442, Wickersheimer: 
4539. Padmacaritra (Pkt.} by Vimala sU.ri. dated Saxp.vat 1473 ( = 1416 AD}. Symbol 

with two figures followed by two dQIJ4as. TRIP.A.THi: <<Begins (1} B: > > §0 nama 

vitaragaya 

Plate ID.: TRIP.A.THi 1975, No. 210 (p. 269), Leumann: S 414, Wickersheimer: 

4500. Man,ipati-carita (Pkt.} of Haribbadra, no date (before Sa.Qlvat 1788 = 1731 
AD}. Symbol with two figures in between double daJ:U!,as followed by 01J1, etc.6 

TlUP.A.'fH}: <<Begins (1} A: > > §0 om namo bhagavate Mabaviraya7 

Plate IV: TRIPA.THi 1975, No. 46 (p. 106), Leumann: S 301, Wickersheimer: 
4383-84. Vi~C$av~yaka-bh~a {Pkt.} of Jinabhadra gan,i ~am~raman,a with the 

S~ahita by Hemacandra maladharin, dated Sarpvat 1818 ( = 1761 AD). Symbol with 

three figures in between double da.!;r4as8 followed by 0111 nama.J;, etc. TlUP.A.THi: 
<<Begins (1) B: > > §0 orp nama.b ~rt-Gauc;tipadvanathaya 

Plate V: TRIP.A.THi 1975, No. 162, (p. 221}, Lenmann: S 433, Wickersheimer: 

4529. Sarvajna-~ataka (Pkt.} by Dharmasagara, no date (after Sa.rpvat 1818 = 1761 
AD}. Symbol with three figures in between double daiJ4as.9 TRIP.A.THi: <<Begins (1) 

5 TIU:P.i.THf has oot identified the symbol at the begi.o.ni.ng of a manusaipt, but has referred to the 
identifications made by other scholars. He has made this remark (TRIPA:pii 1975: 39), "Some I.odian 
publications print the sign in Devanagan numerals ("50", "60" or "90"). We always reproduce it as §0 ." 

His reference to D.C. Sircars remark is oot correct. See SIRCAR 1965: 92-96. 
6 The presence of om indicates that the symbol should oot be identified as OTfl. 
1 TIU:P.i.TH] has omined Jri before MahiiviTliya. The sign for orra is rather strange. It appears to me 

that the scribe has wrongly wrinen double o with candravindu. (Compare Pis. IV and VI). TRlPAlHI puts 
anuniisika (ctllldravindu) oo o, but reads it as om and oot as OTfl. 

8 This is the final shape of the siddham symbol In several cases ooe has doubt about the first 

figure of the symbol (compare for example, Pl. XX below), but in this case it is clear that the fust figure 
is quite different from the double dmJ4as. The second figure canoot be read as 9 as has beeo done by 
some Indian editors.. See TRIPATH}'s remark on Pw;ayavijaya's Cat. Jesalmer (TRIPAptll975: 39, note 10). 
This symbol was equated with the expression ariatlT!'I by Bii.hler (as mentioned by us below), but the 
sec:ood figure canoot be read as rita, for the letter ha see the expression mahilmohtlT!'I io line 6. 

9 l.o this case also the first figure of the symbol is quite different than the double dm:u)as. That the 
second figure canoot be read as rita, is clear from the letter ha in line 2. It cao also not be read as 8 or 
9 (as the l.odian editors do, see TRIPATHI 1975: 39), because the numeral signs for 8 and 9 are quite 
different in lines eight and nine respectively. 
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A: > > §0 sri-gurubbyo na.ma.Q. 

Plate VI: TRIPATH1 1975, No. 146 (p. 205), Leumann: S 431, Wickersbeimer: 

4519, $o!;la5aka (Skt.) by Haribbadra with the commentary of Ya5obbadra sliri, no 

date (perhaps Sar:pvat 1869 = 1812 AD). Symbol with three figures in between 

double dm:r4as followed by om, etc.10 TRIPATH]: << Begins (1) B: > > §0 orp 

namal:l sarvajfillya 11 < < Commentary: > > §O orp namab sarvajnaya 

Plate Vll: TRIPATHi 1975, No. 170 (p. 221), Leumann: S 382, Wickersbeimer: 

4467, Virp5atisthwakacaritra (Skt.) by Jinabar~a, dated Sa.rpvat 1952 ( = 1895 AD). 

Symbol with two figures in between double dm:ujas followed by ar/uurl namai;t, etc.12 

TR.IPATHi: < <Begins (1) B: > > §0 arbam namal;lY 

Tripllthi bas not equated the symbol with any expression, but bas denoted it by 

§0 throughout. He nevertheless gives an explanation of his rendering in the following 

way (TRIPATH], p . 39, § 7. 3. 1 (1)), "Symbols. Nearly all the Svetambara Manuscripts 

from North and Western India start with an auspicious symbol which is now called 

"bbale" by the Jainas. Keith calls it "Jaina-diagram" and his explanation has been 

recorded by K.apac;iia (on the basis of a letter received from Keith). Weber suggests 

a derivation from "a-rba-rp", and in our Ser. No. 179 bbale is in fact followed by the 

word arba.rp. The form of sign varies a good deal. However it consists basically of two 

elements. The first of these elements shows a remote similarity to what D. C. Sircar 

calls the "siddbam" symbol (resembling the figure "9" as written in modem Deva

nagart), while the second element resembles a sign taking the shape of the letters !}la, 

cba etc.- Weber, Schubring and Janen drop the bbale from their citations. Some 

Indian publications print the sign in Devanagart numerals ("50", "60" or "90"). We 

always reproduce it as §0." 14 It is very unfortunate that the European scholars, such 

as Weber, Schubring and Janert completely ignored a symbol invariably employed by 

the Indian scribes at the beginning of a manuscript. Surely they were not sure of the 

10 Although the first f~SUie of the symbol is not joined on top it is different from the double 
dtll)t/.as. It is the late r, usual siddham symbol of Northern India which is open to the right. The 01!1 

here is different than it is on Pl. m. but it is similar to 01!1 on Pl. IV. T'RIPAnD is right to read candra
vindu and not anusviira on o, but his transcription as om is not justified. In this Plate two similar types 
of the symbol occur. 

11 The reading is Of!l nama (visarga missing) stiTVajliliya namab. 
12 This is a very interesting example of the siddham symbol Instead of the usual three figures for 

this type of symbol we have two figures, the middle figure has been omitted in this case. This is an excel
lent example for our argument that the symbol with three figures cannot stand for arh0171, because the 

invocatory formula arh0171 namab follows the symbol with two figures. In this Plate the numeral signs 
for 6, 8 and 9 occur (compare lines 7, 8 and 10 and 13 and 14 respectively). 

13 TRl.PATHI (1975: 1ZT) reads and renders arham with a candravindu sign but his rendering of 01!1 

is mostly without a candravindu. 
14 TRIP.i.lltl's reference to SIRCAR is unfortunately wrong. see TR!PAlRi 1975: 39, note 9 (D.C. 

SJRCAR, Ind. Epigraphy, p. 92). 
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significance of this symbol. But the scholars who bad a certain knowledge of North 

Indian Epigraphy should not have remained silent about the presence of a sign or 

symbol at the beginning of a writing. 
In his "Vorwort" to Veneichniss der Sanslqit- und Pralqit-Handschriften (Zweiter 

Band, Dritte Abtheilung} WEBER commented on this symbol as 

"Jede Jaina-Handschrift beginnt mit einem Diagramm von etwa folgender 

Gestalt: QG:,D , welches den sonstigen Einleite-Formeln, wie: arhQIJ1, om, 

aiJrt, n.am.al; nocb vorbergebt BUhler hat darin wohl mit Recht das Wort: 

a rha m erkannt, welches im Verlauf mebrfach sicb noch dabinter findet." 

(S. xvi) 
And further, 

"Es ist eigenthiimlicb, daB sicb ein ahnliches Diagramm gelegentlich aucb 

bei bra.hma.Qiscben Werken, so z. B. in dem scbonen Mspt. des c;atapatha
brflhmQI)Il 1464-70 vorfindet Entweder weil dasselbe wirklicb etwa von 

einemlaina selbst gescbrieben ist?, oder etwa weil der kalligrapbiscbe Ein

flu6 der scbonen und gutenlaina-Handschriften bei einem solchen allmalig 

unverstandlicb gewordenen heiligen Schnorkel aucb auf die bra.bmaJ.rischen 

Schreiber sich gel tend machte. "15 

But Weber's "Diagramm" is not only the invention and property of the Jainas but 

also of the Hindus of Central and Western India as it will be evident from our dis

cussion below. It is quite amusing to read WEBER's argument that the manuscript of 

the Satapatha-brahma.J;la mentioned by him was written either by a Jaina or influ

enced by the Jaina calligraphy because of the employment of the Jaina diagram(?) 

by the Brahmins without understanding the inner significance of it. It is quite interest

ing to quote in this connection the remark made by the eminent and experienced 

epigraphist KlELHORN on this Diagram used in the North Indian Sanskrit manuscripts 

to be dated in the 11th, 12th and 13th centuries AD (KlELHORN 1969: 71), 
"The sign for 9 is generally the old sign for aft , but in one or two MSS. 

the Anusvara is omitted. [ ... )That the sign for 9 is nothing but the syllable 

arr , is clear also from the fact that many Sanslqit MSS. begin with what 

looks like t, , but is really the word ail. In most MSS. m is repeated 

after the sign tJ, , because the meaning of the latter bad ceased to be 

understood." 

But K.ielhom was wrong. Neither the sign for 9, nor "what looks like t; " stands 

for Of?1. That the Indians perhaps forgot the meaning of the symbol quite early is evi

dent from the statement made by the famous Muslim scholar, AI Bi.riini (11th cen

twy). AI Biliini said (SACHAU 1971: 173), 

15 WEBER 1891. 
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"The Hindus begin their books with Om, the word of creation, as we begin 

them with "In the name of God." The figure of the word om is G\, . This 
figure does not consist of letters; it is simply an image invented to repre

sent this word, which people use, believing that it will bring them a bless

ing, and meaning thereby a confession of the unity of God." 

205 

Poor AI Biruni bad no occasion to know that the simple image was not invented by 

the Hindus, but by the Buddhists and the Jainas. Scholars of Indian Epigraphy met 

for the first time with a symbol which occured, instead of the earlier expression 

siddham, in the Mankuwar {Allahabad Dist., U.P.) Buddhist stone image inscription 

of the time of Kumaragupta (I), Year 129 ( = 448 AD).16 This symbol is followed 

by the mangaLa, namo budhiina. FLEET, while editing the epigraph read the symbol 

as Om (which is impossible in an early Buddhist epigraph) but commented in the 

footnote, "As was usual throughout the whole of the period covered by this volume, 

this word is represented by a symbol. not by letters. Om is not of frequent occurrence 

at the commencement of Buddhist inscriptions." {FLEET 1888: 46() N.K. BHATIASAIJ 

was the first scholar to identify the symbol as siddhir=astu (i.e. siddham) and adduced 

the following points in support of his identification: 

1) "In Bengal, this symbol was largely used in aU ancient documents and 

manuscripts and in teaching alphabets to the beginners they were taught 

to draw this symbol to start with. This custom was prevalent as late as 

twenty-five years ago, but has disappeared by this time. This symbol was 

called amji and was supposed to signify the god GaiJesa, the giver of suc

cess, being drawn to represent his elephant's trunk. In reading it was read 

Siddhir=astu." 

2) "In the Gupta inscriptions this symbol only appears in those in which 

the customary benediction Siddharil is left out, and no where does it 

appear with it. Consequently it must have stood for Siddham, and as time 

went on it must have become more and more customary to represent the 

word by this symbol." 

3) "In some inscriptions the symbol is found to precede Om, which would 

never have been the case if the two were identical. In such cases the read

ing given is Om Om which is certainly not reasonable. Reference may be 

made to Epigraphia Indica, Vol. xn, p. 8, Ibid, Vol. XIV, p. 159, for 

examples of the joint use of Om and this symbol." 

"In the view of these facts, the symbol, I think, should be read Siddham or 

Siddhir=astu." (BHATIASALI 1923-24: 352). 

BHATIASALI's arguments for the identification of the symbol are perfectly convincing. 

16 FLEET 1888: 46. 
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It is the eminent epigraphist, D.C SIRCAR who fully agreed with BHATIASALI and 

rigorously followed his identification. 17 

Plate vm. In suppon of our statement we illustrate a stone inscription from 

Barla (Ajmer Dist, Rajasthan) belonging to the time of Prtbviraja (ill) and dated in 
the (Vilcrama) Satpvat 1234 ( = 1178 AD). (Ep. Ind., XXXII: 303). The inscription 

opens with a symbol followed by mangala or the invocatory formula which has been 

read by SIRCAR (1962b: 303) as Siddham [I*] Orrr namai;l Siviiya II . Earlier editors 

of the inscription would have read it as 0rrr Orrr namai;l Siviiya.18 

The siddham symbol in this inscription is open to the right, a small curve is 

added to it below to give it an ornamental shape. Excepting a few early symbols, the 

siddham symbol from the fifth century onwards is represented by a figure which is 

open to the left, and this symbol is used all over Nonhero India from Gujarat to 

Assam. In a later period, i.e. from about the ninth century onwards the siddham sym

bol is open to the right. 
Plate IX We illustrate the siddham symbol open to the left from the lndragaQb 

(Mandasaur Dist., M.P.) stone inscription of ~a.Q.J)appa, Malava Year 767 ( = 710-11 

AD)!9 (Ep. Ind., XXXII: 115). The inscription written in the siddhamiitrkii script 

opens with the siddham symbol open to the left, followed by the invocatory phrase, 

namai;l Sivaya and double daJ:uj.as (partial illustration). The learned editor, KRISHNA 

DEVA wrongly read the symbol as OI'J'l, perhaps because he was influenced by the pre

velent invocation to the god as OTJ't namaJ:z sivaya during daily worship. He also wrong

ly called the characters of writing as "the Nonh Indian Kutila script of the early 8th 

century A 0."20 

17 As an editor of theEpigraphia Indica D.C. SlRCAR introduced the system to render the symbol 
with the ezpression siddham, but after he had left the Govt. Epigraphist Office this system was not 

stric:lly followed. Still there are scholars who preferred to render thesiddham symbol as Of!l, because Of!l 

is so saaed to them. 
18 Unfortunately it is fragmentary. It is quite important to point out that the verses of this Sanskrit 

inscription are numbered, a fact which shows that the numbering of the verses was prevelent in the 12th 
century (V .S. 1.234). The full date of the in.scription is given as SaJpvat 1.234 Caitrasudi 4 (line 13). The 
week-day is missing. The symbol used in this Rajasthani inscription is the forerunner of the first figure 

of the symbol used in the Rajasthani Jaina manuscripts of the 18th-19th century. 
19 The Milava Year is same as the Vikrama or Kfta Year, see SIRCAR 1965: 253. The date is given 

in a verse as (lines &14): sapta-$4f(y-adhike you Vtz7'$W;liltrl Jata-saptake 1 miiiaviinibp narendrQI)ibp 
p(thivyiitrt vibuJiitmaniim I/, i.e. "When seven hundred years exceeded by sixty-seven of the era of the 
world-famous Milava kings had elapsed" (KRISHNA DEVA 1962; 113). 

20 On the so-called Ku!iJa script BOHLER (1892: 76) remarks, "Mr. Prinsep has called the alphabet 
of this insaiption the Ku#la alphabet. It seems to me, however, that there is no sufficient reason for 
doing so. ( w·] I would, therefore, remove the term l<J4jla alphabet from Indian palaeography and describe 
the letters of the Dewal in.scription as Nagan of the North Indian type." But BOHLER is absolutely wrong 
to call the letters of the Dewal inscription as Nigari The expression Jcutil-ii/qarliJ:Ii occurs in the Dewal 
praJasti written in the siddhamat[fcii script in verse 36 (line 26) as: vi$1)uhans=tanayena ca likhila 
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The Candella dynasty of Kanauj of the 12th-14th centuries AD employed the 
siddham symbol open to the right in such an artificial shape that one is able to say 

immediately that the record belongs to the Candellas. For example, compare Plate 
X, Tehri (Bundelkband Dist., M.P.) copper plate inscription of the Candella Trai

lokyavarman, $atp.vat 1264 ( = 1208 AD).21 In this case also the author, Sant La1 
.KATARE (1960: 72) read the symbol as 0171. The symbol is followed by the expression 

svasti. 
Plate Xl In the Chinchani (Thana District, Bombay) copper plate of Vijjaladeva 

belonging to the Moc;lha family and dated in Saka 969 ( = 1048 AD) the siddham 
symbol open to the right is employed but in a peculiar shape. The symbol is followed 

by the expression svasti. SIRCAR (1962a: 70) read the symbol as siddham. 
To the siddham symbol open to the right a zero was added in a later period, i.e. 

not earlier than the tenth century AD, and this symbol was specially used in the epi
graphs of the central and western parts of India, and in the large number of manu

scripts coming from those areas. This is evident in the Jaina manuscripts of Rajasthan 
and Gujarat.22 

Compare, for example, the Ghiimli (Hakar Dist., Katbiawad) plate of B~kala

deva (Plate XII), dated in sri-"!Pa-vikrama-sfll!lval 1045 ( = 989 AD). The symbol is 

followed by two d«<J4as and the expression svasti. SIRCAR (1960a: 14) read it as 

Siddham II svasti. This symbol cannot be equated with the numerals 50 because the 

gau{jena karaJ)ikLn =ai.$ii / ku(i/-iilqariil;li vidu.$ii talqiidity-iibhidhiinma, i.e. "And this (eulogy) has been 
written by the son of VisbJ?,uhari, a Gau4<l clerk, called Takshaditya, who knows crooked letters." (BOH
LER 1892: 85). Also see StRCAR 1971: 115-116, "In North India, the regional alphabets developed from 

Brahmi of the Late stage through a distinct step. The alphabet of this intermediate stage may be styled 
Siddhamal:fka. Scholars have given various names to this alphabet, two of them, often used, being KU!ila 
and 'Early Niigari'. But the name Siddhamatrk.a is more authoritative since Al-Birlini (eleventh century 

A. D.) uses this name for the alphabets of certain regions, and the Chinese applied the name Siddham 
to the same script. The alphabet used in North Indian records of the period between the sixth and the 
tenth century A.D. may be regarded as Siddhamatrka specially in the wide areas where ~agari and GauQ:i 

developed out of it." 
21 The full date is given as (lines 10-U): catllJ.t.$Q${)'-Qdhiko.sa(ia)ta-dvay-opeta-sahasa(sra}-lame 

SfD'!IVaLsare bhiidrapada-miisi k{11)a-palqe dvirryayiin =tichav= aiJJwto =pi StiT!JVata(vat) 1264 bhiidravadi 2 
su(!u)kTa-viire, i.e. in the (Vikrama) Year 1264, on Friday, the 2nd day of the dark half of the month of 

Bhadrapada = 29th August, 1.208 AD. The siddham symbol appears to be quite peculiar here, but it is 
the later siddham symbol open to the right which has been engraved horizontally. The symbol has noth

ing to do with Ofll. 

22 TRIPATH} is wrong in quoting SrRCAR about this zero, "while the second element resembles a 
sign taking the shape of the letters t}la, cha etc." (TRIPAlltl, p. 39, note 9). SrRCAR (1965: 94) remarks, 

" ln early medieval epigraphs and manuscripts, a circle, with a smaller circle or dot (or dots) inside, 

sometimes indicates fu.llstop. As the circle with a central dot is the old Brahmi letter tha, modified forms 
of the same letter came to be used in later times. ln some medieval records, the symbol stands midway 

between tha and cha, and this confusion Jed to the growth of the popular use of the letter cha as the 
concluding mark at the end of literary or epigraphic records and sections thereof." 
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first figure does not look like the IU7garf numeral 5. It is utterly wrong to say that this 
type of symbol was a Jaina inovation. This is a Bra.bmcu;rical record.23 

The Yajvapa.Ia rulers of Narwar (Sbivapwi Dist., M.P., old Gwalior State) also 

used this type of symbol with two figures in their records. For example, Bangia 

(Shivapwi Dist., M.P.) stone inscription of the Yajvapa.Ia Gopala, dated Saxp 1338 

( = 1281 AD) (Plate XIII). In this case the siddham symbol looks like the nagan 
numerals 50. Surprisingly the symbol is followed by two daJ;I{fas and the expression 
siddJU/:1 followed by two daJ;I{ias. SIRCAR (1960c: 330, No.2, pl. ll) read it as Siddham 

II Siddhi/.1 II. It appears that the writer of the record was not aware of the meaning 

of the symbol, or perhaps took it to stand for orrz.1A 

Plate XIV. Bailgla (Sbivapuri Dist., M.P.) stone inscription of the Yajvapala 

Gopa.la, dated Scupvat 1338 ( = 1281 AD). The siddham symbol, in this case, looks like 

the nligarf numerals 60. The beginning of the inscription here is rather interesting. 

SIRCAR (1960d: 331, No. 3) read Siddham [I•] Sarrzvat 1338 sta(sva)stib 11.25 

Plate XV. Sesai (Sbivapuri Dist., M.P.) stone inscription of the time of Yajvapala 

Gopala, dated Sarpvatu 1341 ( = 1284 AD). The siddham symbol cannot be equated 

either with the niigarf numerals 50 or 60. SIRCAR {1960b: 325, No. 1, pl. I) read 

Siddham svasti iri[b•] [1•].26 This inscription is quite interesting. It is a memorial 

inscription engraved to record the death of Malayadeva who fought in connection 

with cattle-lifting in the street or ward of Sesai-grama. 

Plate XVl Prince of Wales Museum (Bombay) plate of Jaitrasi.Iphadeva, dated 

Vi.krama Sarpvat 1347 ( = 1290 AD).27 The siddham symbol with two figures is put 

23 The first verse of the inscription is in praise of Vyomake5a (or Siva) and the object of the 
inscription is to record the grant of a village in favour of a Brahmin. The full date of the inscription 
reads (line 6): bi-ll{pa-vikll(lua)ma-stlf!Jva(t) 1045 var(te) -vai(Jiikha)-nrw(Ju)di 15 some, i.e. on Monday, 
the fiftteeoth day of the bright half of Vai.Silla, in the Vwama Year 1045. This is perhaps the earliest 
document recording the siddham symbol in two figures. 

24 The first figure of the symbol appears to have some similarity to the symbol of our Pl. XI. This 
is not a Jaina, but a Hero-stone inscription. The full date reads (lines 8-9) Stlf!l 1338 caitra-1udi 71ulua

vare, i.e. on Friday, the 7th day of the bright half of Caitra, in the Vwama Year 1338. 
25 This is also a Hero-stone inscription. The year is given in line 1, while the detail follows in lines 

8-9, viz.. Stlf!IVDl 1338 cailra-1udi 2 sa(Ja)nau dine, i.e. on the day of Sani (i.e. Saturday), the second day 
of the bright half of Caitra, in the Vwama Year 1338. 

26 The full date is given as (line 12) stlf!lvatu(vat) 1341 pauta-(va)di 1 soma-dine, i.e. on Monday, 
the first day of the dark half of Pa~ in the VLkrama Year 1341. The siddham symbol here has some 
similarity with the symbol of our Pl. XII. All the three inscriptions, Pis. Xlll, XIV and XV are not either 
from Gujarat or Rajasthan, but from Madhya Pradesh. and the siddham symbols engraved on them 
appear in the Jaina manuscripts from those two areas later. 

27 This is also a Br~cal inscription recording the gift of the village to the Brahmins of the 
Srimilin caste by the ruler. The date is given in words as (line 30): Stlf!IValsare turaga-veda-gul)-endu

stl1f1}chye, and(lines30-31)Jrimat( d)-vikTamiiditya-rojya-/cQ/iit( d) = atikratnlqusapta-catvli.rirMad = adhikqu 

trayodDJqu SaiTJvatsarqu I I 1347 evtlf!lmvidlu kille(k), i.e. in the Vwama year counted as indu (1), 
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in between double dw:u;ias. Strangely enough each line of this inscription starts after 

double daiJ4as. SADHU RAM read the symbol as 80 and commented (1962: 222, Ln. 
5), "This may be intended for a symbol for Om." This symbol cannot be read as 80 
because the nligafi numeral sign for 8 in line eight looks different than the first figure 

of the symbol. 

Plate xvn. Surwaya (Shivapuri D ist., M.P.) stone inscription of the time of 

Ga.Q.apati, dated Sa..rpvat 1350 ( = 1293 AD).28 This is an important inscription for our 

discussion. The symbol with two figures is followed by double dal)4as and the invoca
tory phrase, orrz nama}; Siviiya. The verses are numbered in this inscription. The 

numeral sign for 5 in line five is similar to the first figure of the symbol. That the 

symbol cannot be read as 0171 is clear in this record. SIRCAR (1962a: 341) read 

Siddham II 0171 nama}; Siviiya 11.29 

Plate xvm. Narwar (Shivapuri Dist., M.P.) stone inscription of the time of 

Ga.Q.apati, dated Sarpvat 1355 ( = 1298 AD).30 This inscription is also quite interest

ing, because it belongs to the same ruler and originated in the same district (compare 

Pl. XVII), but the symbol is different. The first figure of the symbol is neither the 

nligarf numeralS, 8 or 9 (compare lines 4, 6 and 7 respectively). The verses are num

bered in this inscription also. Similar to the previous inscription (see Pl. XVII) the 

siddham symbol with two figures is followed by double dal)4as and the invocatory 

phrase, 0171 nama}; siviiya. The symbol cannot be read as Of!l. SIRCAR (1962d: 345) 
read Siddham II Orrz nama}; Siviiya II. 

guf)a (3), veda ( 4) and turaga (7). For the list of words used in denoting the numbers, see SIRCAR 1965: 
230-233. 

28 This is also a Brabm~cal inscription recording the construction of a step-well (viipi) dming 
the rule of the monarch. The full date is given as (line 22) sarrtvat 1350 lciirrtika-vadi 7 vu(bu)dha-varare, 

i.e. on Wednesday, the 7th day of the dark half of Karttika, in the Vtkrama Year 1350. The date is fol
lowed by double dtJ~Jt!as and the auspicious letter cha. On this feature see the remarks made by SlRCAR 

(1965: 94) and quoted by us above. It is interesting to point out here that the use of va for ba is generally 
considered to be a feature of the eastern Indian inscriptions of the medieval period, but that it was also 
a feature in the central Indian records is evidenced from this inscription, for example vudha for budha. 

29 In this inscription the symbol looks like 50. One has to observe that Of!l is still writte.n with 
anusviira, although it is not so clear as on our PL vm. Also the letter o is not single as it is on PL vm. 
It appears that the symbol for pra~:~ava here is in a transitional form. The verses are numbered in this 
inscription; therefore, one may compare the numerical figure 5 in line five. But we should categorically 
point out that this similarity is by chance, the first figure of the symbol is the usual siddham symbol of 
North Inclia. 

30 This is a Saivaite inscription. The verses are numbered in this inscription. The symbol cannot 
be read either as 80 or 90, because the numerical figures for 8 (line 6) and 9 (line 7) are quite differ
ent. The learned editors of the Jaina manuscripts should have had knowledge of these symbols 
engraved at the beginnings of inscriptions. The full date reads (line 21) sarrtvat 1355 kiirrtika-vadi 5 
gurau, i.e. on Thursday, the 5th day of the dark half of Kirttik.a, in the Vlkrama Year 1355 ( = 25th 
September, 1298 AD). 
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Plate XIX Kalya.Qa (Bidar District, Kama taka, formerly the Hyderabad State) 

stone inscription of Sultan Muhammad3
\ dated Saka 1248 ( = 1326 AD). The sym. 

bol with two figures is followed by double da!J4as and the expression svasti. The sym

bol cannot be read as 80 because the numeral 8 in the date (line 1) looks different. 

DESAI (1962: 168) read Siddluun II Svasti. 
Plate XX. Cbampaner (Panch Mabals Dist., Gujarat) step-well inscription of the 

time of Sultan Mabmud32, dated Sa.IJ1vat 1554, Saka 1419 ( = 1497 AD).33 This is 

an interesting inscription, but we have no knowledge whether it is published or not. 

The symbol with three figures reaches its final form in Western India. The symbol 

with three figures is followed by double dm;u!.as and the invocatory phrases, om 

namo34 m-gar:tdliya ~ sri-siiradlii35 nam~. The first figure of the symbol 

creates a bit confusion with the double dll1J4as following the symbol. This figure is 

also engraved in this inscription at the beginning of all the lines (excepting line 4). 

Generally the double da1;4as are joined on top and the left vertical line is slanting to 

the right. We should compare our Pl. XVI where all the lines of the inscription begin 

with double daiJd.as, also the symbol at the beginning is preceded and followed by 

double daJ:ujas. There is no chance to be confused with the double dal,z4as. This is an 

earlier inscription also (dated V.S. 1347). But in the case of PL XX we should take 

the first double dar;4as which are joined on top as a part of the symbol containing 

three figures. This is perhaps the earliest example of this type of symbol which we 

encounter at the beginning of the J aina manuscripts written in the 18th-19th centuries 

and illustrated by us above. Even all the figures engraved at the beginning of each 

31 DESAI (1962: 167) remarks, "The inscription is of unique historical importance. The ruling king 
introduced as Maharajadhiraja-Sri.Suratr~ must no doubt be Sultan Muhammad Shah bin Tughluq." 
The fuD date runs as (lines 1-2) m-Jiike 1248 lqayas(UTlvatsare I I kiirttiice Judi 15 some, i.e. on Monday, 
the 15th day of the bright half of Karttik.a, in the J4aya cyclic year of the illustrious Saka Year 1248 ( = 

lOth November, 1326 AD). DESAI remarks (p. 166, note 1), "The name of the cyclic year is given as 
Akshaya in verse 2 (line 19)." Another important information is being supplied by the inscription. DESAI 

says (p. 168), "It is stated in verse 1 that the temple of Madbuke.Svara which became a victim of vandal
ism during these disturbances was situated at ~ itself. The magnanimous view taken by the Mus
lim governor of Kal~ in respect of the reinstallation of the Hindu deity and the resumption of tradi
tional worship therein, particularly at the time when the communal feelings ran so high, deserves high 
appreciation." 

32 This Sultan Mahmud should be a ruler of Gujarat. The inscription written in corrupt Sanskrit, 
records the donation of a step-well, a mosque and a hajra of two plough land (see Indian Archaeology 
197G-71 -A Review, p. 15). 

33 The full date reads (lines 4-6) sarnvatu 1554 Vtu$e Jake 1419 pravtiTtlamiine uttariiy(l~Je hemamta
n'ttau Pal4D-mlise .fulclo-palqe 5 p1111tcamyQ!rJstithau guru-dine etc. (in corrupt Sanskrit), i.e. on Thursday, 
the fifth day of the bright half of the month of Pa~ in the winter season, in the Uttara~ in the Saka 
year 1419 and the Vt.krama Year 1554. 

34 Correctly namal). 
35 Correctly saradiiyai. 
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line (excepting line 4) of Pl. XX should be taken as a symbol and not simply double 

daJJ4,as. We will see from our following discussion that we have a justification in 
doing that. As a comparison for a symbol with three figures we should refer to the 

Jaina manuscript pages, our Pls. IV, V and VI. In Pl. VI the first figure of the symbol 

is not joined on top but at the same time it is different from the double daJ:ujas. In 
Pls. IV and V the first figure is joined on top and is just similar to the first figure of 

Pl. XX. In any case the Champaner (Panch Mabals Dist, Gujarat) step-well inscrip

tion is an important document for the siddham symbol with three figures which was 

carried out faithfully by the scribes of the later Jaina manuscripts and respectfully 

pronounced as bhale by the pious Jainas. For Pl. XX see Indian Archaeology 1970-71 

-A Review, pl. XXXIll and p. 15. 

BOm.ER was absolutely wrong to read this symbol with three figures as a rha 17136• 

It should be mentioned in this connection that none of the extant Jaina manuscripts 

beginning with this type of symbol can be dated earlier to the 18th century. 

Quite similar to the first figure of the symbo~ Pl. XX which may create doubt 

whether this is not the case where the double dm:r4as have not been joined on top to 

form this symbo~ compare Plate XXI. This is the inscribed, brass Jaina Mahi~mard:ini 

image from Gujarat(Rajasthan, now in the collection of the Museum fiir Indische 

Kunst Berlin (MIK I 10167b, height 16.5 em), dated Saipvat 1541 ( = 1484 AD).37 

The inscription on the back-side of the image starts with a symbol before the 

date. This symbol is similar to the first figure of the symbol in Pl. XX, and should be 

read as siddham. That the double daJ:u!as preceeding the symbol with two figures were 

not joined on top but the first dWJ4a was already slanting is to be noticed on the 

pedestal inscription of the Neminatha image, now at the Glenbow Art Gallery, 

Calgary, Canada, dated in Sa.rpvat 1311 ( = 1254 AD).38 See Plate XXII. In this case 

the double dWJ4as, perhaps form a part of the following siddham symbol with two 

figures, otherwise the fust double ciaJ:r4as would have been engraved quite similar to 

the double da7_Uj.as following the symbol. We compare a late example of a foot-print 

inscription of Mabavira Vardhamana from the Pawapuri (Rajgir Dist, Bihar) temple. 

The inscription is dated Sarpvat 1698 ( = 1641 AD).39 See NAHAR 1918: 46, No. 190. 

The inscription begins with double ciaJ:r4as described above by us (compare Pls. XX 

36 See our discussion above. 
31 This is an inscnbed Ja.ina M~ardini image published by BHATIACHARYA 1992: 501-508, 

figs.~. The full date reads: SaJTI 1541 v~e [4Q4ha-~udi 2 ravau, i.e. on Sunday, the 7th day of the bright 
half of A$a4ha, in the Vikrama Year 1541. The pedestal inscription has not yet been published. 

38 The full date reads (line 1): SOJ'!I 1311 phlilguna-su. 12 Jukre, i.e. on Friday, the 12th day of the 
bright half of Phalguna, in the Vi.krama Year 1311. It is interesting to point out that the inscription on 
the pedestal of the image ends with the auspicious letter cha. The inscription has not been published. 

39 The full date reads (lines 2-3): SOJTIValU 1698 vaWikha-sud.i 5 soma-vlisan:, i.e. on Monday, the 
fifth day of the bright half of VaiSik.ha, in the Vikrama Year 1698. 
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and XXll) followed by the symbol with two figures and double dm:ujas. See Plate 

xxm. In this case, perhaps the double dal:r4as at the beginning form part of the 

symbol. The first figure of the symbol cannot be read either as 8 or 9, because these 

two numerical signs occur in the date. The inking of the second figure of the symbol 

is not satisfactory as it does not look like a zero. NAHAR had difficulty to identify the 

symbol, he equates it as II rpa. II. According to BDln.ER it should be a rha 1?1, which 

is also wrong as we have shown in our discussion. This is just the developed form of 

the siddham symbol with three figures.40 

It is quite relevant to mention here that althogh the find-spot of the inscription 

is in Bihar this type of siddham symbol was never used in Eastern India This was 

imported by the Jainas from Western India, either Gujarat or Rajasthan. 

Plate XXIV. Finally we illustrate an inscription on the foot-prints of Mallinatha 

and Na.millAtha from Mithila (Darbhanga Dist., Bihar), see NAHAR 1918: 39, No. 166. 

The inscription is dated Sarp.. 1875 ( = 1818 AD).41 The siddham symbol is very inter

esting and quite decisive here. The symbol with three figures is preceded and 

followed by double dal:z4as. The first double df11J4as are clearly different from the first 

figure of the siddham symbol and this feature is a great help to us to be free from 

doubt about the siddham symbol of three figures. NAHAR had perhaps no knowledge 

of the siddham symbol. He reads the symbol as II e 9 0 II which does not give any 

sense, besides the second figure is not similar to the niigan numeral figure 9. 
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